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The northern part of the campus is the ceremonial hub and the location of the iconic Hackett Memorial Buildings based on the formal layout of the 1927 Wilkinson Plan. Much of the subsequent campus development, architecture and landscape, has taken the approach of the 1927 Plan and the Hackett Buildings. The majority of the buildings exhibit conservative architecture with the traditional UWA terracotta roof. Many of the buildings in this precinct will be retained for their heritage character and functionality.
The reinstatement of Battye Avenue is the most significant feature in the future development of this precinct. The diagonal pathway was shown in Wilkinson’s 1927 plan and respects the orientation of Somerville Auditorium, Music and the Octagon and Dolphin Theatres. The development would mark the eastern entry to the cultural spine of the University, linking the numerous galleries, museums and theatres.
It is proposed that existing tennis and sports facilities be relocated throughout the campus and more closely aligned with residential college precinct, University Club, student accommodation and the swimming pools at the south of the campus. 
The Plan accommodates a ferry; bus and/or light rail public transport interchange at the Boatshed site, with a major landmark gateway building being placed at the entry to the University. The level change between the Park Avenue site and the upper levels of a new development provides an opportunity to bridge across Stirling Highway and further connect the river, Kings Park and the campus. 

The key entry point from the city to the campus is serviced by public transport buses. Bus access along Stirling Highway, Hackett Drive and Broadway is strongly supported by the University. Establishment of dedicated bus lanes and/or light rail east-west connecting to the city around Mounts Bay Road along Stirling Highway is supported by the University. 
The replacement of portions of the ring-road with a three metre wide pedestrian, cycle, service vehicle track, along the eastern edge of the campus will allow for the expansion of Riley Oval and new buildings adjacent to the Somerville Theatre is supported. Retention of the visitor car parking adjacent to Hackett Hall could be supplemented with additional parking under new buildings. The major entrance at the intersection of Mounts Bay Road and Winthrop Avenue is maintained as a ceremonial entrance, with visitors encouraged to enter the campus from Hackett Drive.
To the west, the development of the Cultural Precinct between Broadway and Fairway is to continue with the development of upper level bridge crossings to the colleges and Nedlands precinct. Opportunities for mixed use development to Broadway are supported. Opportunities to reduce traffic along Fairway are strongly encouraged and opportunities to sink the northern end of Fairway are to be considered.



